
S U P P O R T  H I E C ,  
S U P P O R T  M E N T O R S H I P   



Your donation towards Women as Career Coaches and Community Career Coaches won't just  

help us host these inspiring events in 2021 - it will also help us find new and innovative ways to  

create a culture of mentorship that extends throughout the year.

 

Young people thrive when they're connected with a supportive community of

people who want to help them gain confidence and feel excitement about

their future. 

 

Right now, these connections are hard for students to make.

virtual mentorship offerings 
 

virtual Women as Career Coaches

Thursday, March 25, 2021 

 

**NEW - virtual community Career Coaches

Thursday, June 10, 2021
 

**NEW - Sector Specific career panels and Q&As 

Ongoing throughout the year

 

**new - Mentorship Moments video series

Ongoing throughout the year 
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S P O N S O R S H I P  L E V E L S
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Community Career coaches supporter - $45 donation

Support our planning and execution of our Community Career Coaches

mentorship event 

Receive name recognition on an event presentation  

Community Career coaches ambassador - $90 donation

Support our planning and execution of our Community Career Coaches

mentorship event 

Receive name recognition on an event presentation

Community Career coaches advocate - $180 donation

Support our planning and execution of our Community Career Coaches

mentorship events

Receive name recognition on an event presentation

HIEC virtual mentorship believer - $250 donation 

Support our planning and execution of our mentorship events, including Women

and Community Career Coaches and Virtual Career Panels and Q&As 

Receive name recognition on an event presentation

hiec virtual programming champion - $500 donation

Support our planning and execution of our mentorship events, including Women

and Community Career Coaches and Virtual Career Panels and Q&As 

Receive name recognition on an event presentation

Participate in a video Mentorship Moment that will live on our website 

Receive name recognition in our Impact Report 

If you're looking for other ways to support our mentorship series, please reach out to us

at:

Michelle Murray, mmurray@hiec.on.ca or Meghan Paton, mpaton@hiec.on.ca  



W A C C  &  M A C C  F E E D B A C K  
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W H E R E  I S  M A C C ?

We had initially scheduled Men as Career Coaches for April 25, 2021. Unfortunately, due

to changing circumstances around COVID-19, including the provincial stay-at-home order

and the transition to virtual learning, we decided to postpone Men as Career Coaches.

During our rescheduling and planning efforts, it became clear that young people need

connection and support more than ever. The students and youth we've heard from have

experienced disruptions in their education, their extracurriculars, their work, and their

ability to plan for the future. 

We decided to use this opportunity to come together as a community to help.  That's why

we're turning this year's Men as Career Coaches into Community Career Coaches - a

community mentorship event open to everyone who is looking to connect with others for

mentorship and inspiration.  

This event will speak to the anxiety young people have about the future in this particularly

complex time. We'll have spotlight speakers from a variety of pathways, a fireside chat on

the future of work, and, of course, breakout rooms for young people to connect with adult

mentors from the community. 

We hope you'll join us at this event and contribute to an optimistic and inspiring

conversation with young people in the community.  
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A B O U T  H I E C

HIEC is a not-for-profit social enterprise focused on partnership, mentorship and workforce

development. We are recognized in the community as a forward thinking collaborator and

connection builder – our work focuses on building connections between educators,

employers and youth who will make up the future workforce.  

We believe....

that students will be more successful if they are empowered to make informed and inspired

career choices, connected with opportunities for experiential learning, and supported in

managing their transition from school to career.

Inspiring Informed Career Decisions since 1989
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